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Abstract

This paper is concerned with evaluating the performability of degradable systems consisting of n

primary modules and m spare modules, where all modules are identical. The existence of global spares

violates the independence requirement of hierarchical composition modeling which is a common method

for dealing with the state explosion problem. We consider the problem of calculating the probability that

such a system is in a given performance level at time t when modules have arbitrary failure distribution.

All known techniques for solving this problem are suitable only for small numbers of modules. Our

analysis shows that the global spares dependence can still be handled satisfactorily using hierarchical

composition modeling. Polynomial-time algorithms for calculating the probabilities that the system is in

the highest performance level, and in any degraded level in the best and worst cases are presented. The

algorithm to find the probability of the highest performance level also provides the first efficient solution

for the reliability of non-degradable systems with global spares and arbitrary failure distribution.

Keywords: Degradable systems, global spares, hierarchical composition, non-exponential, performability

modehng.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we consider gracefuUy-degradable systems that have n+m identical modules, where n modules

provide service and m modules serve as global spares. The behavior of such a system over time is as follows.

Denote the system's initial configuration as (n, m). If any of the n modules fails, and m > 1, then the

failed module wiU be replaced by a global spare. After the replacement, the system's configuration becomes

(n, m - 1). Assuming the system is not repairable, this process continues until there is no spare remaining,

and the system's configuration becomes (n, 0). Every failure that occurs after configuration (n,0) will

cause a performance degradation. As shown in Figure 1, the system successively degrades its performance

level from level n until level 0. "Level" is used to represent the number of modules providing service. When

the system reaches configuration (0,0), it is considered to be totally failed.

Although for performability modeling [2] [15], the probability and the performance of each level have to

be determined, this work focuses solely on calculation of the probabilities. Performance modeling is, by

itself, an active research topic, that is strongly application-dependent and, hence, beyond the scope of this

paper. Throughout the paper, we assume that the performance value (often called reward) for each level

is given. Under this assumption, we consider the system's performability at time t, i.e., we are concerned

with a transient solution. According to the terminology of [20], the reward structure considered here is

impulse-based and the performance variable is of the type instant-of-time. Moreover, we assume that the

performance is monotone non-decreasing. That is, the loss of a module does not result in a higher reward.

Hence, performance level i has a reward that is no less than the reward for level i - 1. Therefore, the

problem considered in this paper is, for a system of the type specified above, what is the probability that

at time t, the system is working at performance level i, for 0 < i < n ?

The hierarchical composition method has been used as an efficient way of modeling large systems' per

formability [21]. In this method, a system's model is constructed hierarchically. Every leaf in the hierarchy

has its own model which is constructed and solved independently. For a non-leaf node, the model is built

on top of the lower-level models and uses the results of the lower models in its solution. The state-explosion

problem is avoided by keeping the size of the individual models small. However, independence between

different nodes at the same level is assumed.

Global spares, which are commonly used in fault-tolerant systems, cause dependence which violates the

assumption of the hierarchical composition method. The dependence exists in the order of failures. By

order, we mean the global order of failure occurrence. Each module fails independently of other modules

in the system. However, the order of a failure determines whether the failed module can be replaced. To



Figure 1: Markov Diagram for Systems with Global Spares

be precise, if a failure's order is no later than m (the number of global spares), then the failed module can

be replaced by a spare. Otherwise, the failed module will not be replaced.

People have long been interested in the dependability of systems with global spares [1] [3] [4] [9] [16] [22]

[24] [26]. However, aU of this work assumes exponential failure distribution which is sometimes unrealistic.

As a simple example, a module with behavior that is described by a Markov model with more than two

states has a failure distribution that is not exponential.

No study of systems with global spares which assumes arbitrary failure distribution is known to the authors.

Although other distributions for standby spares have been studied, such as the phase-type distribution used

in [17] [27], and the lognormal distribution used in [13], none of this work considers systems with global

spares. This paper focuses on systems with global spares where no assumption is made on each module's

failure distribution. Thus, the phase-type distribution and lognormal distribution are special cases of our

analysis.

In [8], an interval of time performability solution for degradable nonrepairable systems is proposed. This

method is applicable to a class of systems which is more general than the global spares' case. However,

the work of [8] requires all state sequences to be calculated. Applying this method to our problem, the

number of paths that need to be consideredis exponential. Hence, this method does not provide an efficient

solution to our problem.



In our work, a polynomial-time algorithm which calculates the probability that a system with global spares

is in the highest performance level at time t is presented. Note that this probability also represents the

reliability of a non-degradable system with global spares. This algorithm represents the first known efficient

solution to this important problem. In addition, the paper characterizes the best-case situation and the

worst-case situation when the system is in degraded performance levels. For both of these situations, a

polynomial-time algorithm to calculate the probability that the system is in a particular degraded level at

a given time t is given.

2 Overview of Results

Consider a system represented as a 2-level hierarchy, i.e., the module level (lower-level) and the system

level (higher-level). In hierarchical composition modeling, the models for the module level are constructed

first. Any technique can be used in modehng a module, e.g., Markov modeling. Then, a system model,

which is based on the lower-level models, is constructed. Figure 1 is an example of the system model in

which the module model assumes an exponential failure distribution. Denote the failure distribution by

F{t).

When F{t) is exponentially distributed, the system model is a Poisson process followed by a binomial

process, and an analytic solution for the probability that the system is in any level can be obtained,

as wiU be described in the next section. When the exponential assumption is removed, the random

process describing the system's behavior becomes much more complex. In this case, the system model is a

superposition of independent renewal processes. A renewal process [6] [18] is defined as a counting process

where the distributions of the times between successive events are independent and identical. When the

distribution is exponential, then the renewal process is a Poisson process. A superposition of independent

renewal processes is the process which merges those independent renewal processes [25]. Unless all renewal

processes to be merged are Poisson processes, the superposition of independent renewal processes will

not be a renewal process [6] [18]. Although some studies of superpositioned renewal processes have been

done [5] [23] [25], they focused only on small sized problems (a superposition of two renewal processes is

considered in most cases), while modern systems such as multiprocessor systems usually contain tens or

hundreds of modules. For systems with a large number of modules, solving the problem from the standpoint

of superposition of renewal processes appears to be intractable.

Our method of attacking this problem is a combinatorial approach. Each module's behavior is stiU modeled

as a renewal process, because each module fails independently. Combining the statuses of all renewal

processes gives a state of the system. Thus, if the system consists of n modules, then a state of the system



is represented by n independent random variables. Each of the n random variables represents the number
of renewals the corresponding module has experienced. Since these n random variables are independent,
the probability of a state is simply the product of the probabilities that the n random variables have the

specified values.

For a system to be in the highest performance level, i.e., all modules that failed were replaced by global
spares, the sum of the n random variables' values must be no more than the number of global spares.
The sum of the probabilities of the states which have this property is the probabihty that the system is
in the highest performance level. The total number of states that correspond to the highest performance

f n+ m \
level IS which is exponential in some combination of n and/or m. This paper demonstrates

V /
a way of representing the highest level's probability using a sequence of matrix multiplications. From

this representation, an efficient algorithm to calculate the probability that the system is in the highest
performance level is given. As noted earlier, this probability also represents the reliability of a non-

degradable system with global spares. To our knowledge, this algorithm provides the first efficient solution

to this problem when modules have arbitrary failure distributions.

For a state not belonging to the highest performance level, its exact level depends on the order of the

modules' failures. However, each state's best-case or worst-case level can be determined without knowing
this order. By best-case, we mean that the failures occur in an order that causes the system to have the

maximum possible number of modules working. Similarly, worst-case means that the failures occur in an

order that causes the system to have the smallest possible number of modules working. Summing the
probabilities of states which have best-case level L gives the best-case probability for level L\ summing
the probabilities for states that have worst-case level L yields the worst-case probability for level L. As

in the highest performance level's case, we show how a sequence of matrix multiplications can be used to

represent the best-case and the worst-case probabilities. Further, we show how this leads to polynomial-

time algorithms for these calculations.

Systems with global spares have been widely used. However, no performability or reliability study that
assumes arbitrary failure distribution is known to the authors. This work provides efficient algorithms
to solve for these quantities. Moreover, this work demonstrates a method of handling dependence in the

hierarchical composition framework, thereby avoiding the state explosion problem. The impact of these
results is that evaluation of larger systems from this important and widely-used class can be performed.



3 Preliminaries

3.1 Assumptions

Usually, two kinds of standby spares have been distinguished. Hot-standby spares operate in synchrony

with the on-line modules and are prepared to take over at any time; cold-standby spares are unpowered

until needed to replace a faulty module [12]. As a result, hot-standby spares have non-zero failure rate,

while cold-standby spares are usually assumed to have zero failure rate while they are off-line. Note that

since global spare can replace any module in the system, it can not be a hot-standby spare. Although

most papers follow the assumption that cold-standby spares don't fail until they are brought into the

system to replace a failed module, a few assume a non-zero failure rate different than that of the on-line

modules [1] [9] [24]. In this paper, we make the assumption that cold-standby spares do not fail while they

are off-line. Systems with cold-standby spares that have non-zero failure rate are an interesting topic for

future research. Once a spare is brought on-line, we assume that it has the same failure distribution as the

working modules, i.e., F{t). This is based on the fact that all modules are identical.

As stated previously, we evaluate the probability that the system is in a given performance level at time

t. Hence, the performance variable is impulse-based and is of the type instant-of-time according to the

terminology of [20]. Calculation of an interval-of-time variable would require evaluation of n-dimensional

integrals for all different paths in the state space which can not be accomplished efficiently. The reward

is assumed to be monotone-non-decreasing, i.e., the loss of a module does not result in a higher reward.

This is a natural way of defining the performance variable for systems with global spares.

In the following analysis, we assume that some numerical method has been applied and the values for the

i-fold convolution of F{t), denoted by F^'\t), 0 < i < m-f 1, are known. Clearly, when i is small, the value

of F^'\t) can be calculated numerically from the i-dimensional integral. When i is large, the calculation
of the i-dimensional integral becomes prohibitive. In [19], a method of closely approximating F^^\t) is
proposed. If F(t) is a phase-type distribution, then a method of calculating F^*\i) is given in [17].

3.2 From Exponential Failure Distribution to General Failure Distribution

Figure 2 shows the system model for a system with one working module and at least one global spare (n=l,

m > 1). Note that the portion of this diagram from state (l,m) to state (1,0) forms a Poisson process. The

rate for the Poisson process is A; thus F{t) = 1 —e~ '̂. The sum of probabilities of states in the Poisson



Figure 2: Markov Diagram for One-module System with Global Spares

process at time t, is This is the probability that the system is working. The probability

that the system is failed (state (0,0)) is 1- ^" '̂•^T^-

When the number ofworking modules isgreater than one, and F{t) is exponentially distributed, the process

in the system level is a superposition of n independent Poisson processes. From [6] [25], we know that the

superposition of n independent Poisson processes with respective rates Ai, A2, ... A„ is also a Poisson

process with rate A= Aj -|- A2 -f ... -|- A„. As shown in Figure 1, when F[t) is exponentially distributed, the

part of the diagram from state (n, m) to state (n, 0) is a Poisson process with rate nA. It is, in fact, the

memoryless property of the exponential distribution that reduces the first part of the model to a Poisson

process.

Thus, for the exponential failure distribution, the probability that the system is in the highest performance

level (level n) at time t is • Denote g-nAf {nM) Let us refer to the remainder
of the states as part 2. Part 2 includes all states from state (n, 0) to state (0,0), and is a binomial
process. The probabihty that the system is in part 2 (Pport2) is 1 - Pparti- For any state (/,0) in part
2, 0 < / < ra, its probability is Ppart2 •(r)(e~^')'(l " = (1 - Pparti) •(r)(e~^')'(l " =

(1 - Eto' . (r)(e-^')'(l - e-^^)"-'.

Generalizing the failure distribution complicates the problem. When the number of working modules is
one, the analysis is still straightforward. To see this, note that the time that the first replacement occurs

has distribution F[t), and the time between the first and the second replacement also has distribution

F{t), and so on. Since the time between any two successive replacements has the same distribution F{t),
this is a renewal process. For consistency, we wiU refer to the event that a module fails and the system

recovers (either by replacement or by performance degradation) as a renewal.

From renewal theory, theprobabihty that at time t, exactly i renewals have occurred is P(')(f) - p('+^)(f).



is defined to be 1. For a one-module system with m global spares, the probability that the system is

working at time t is the probability that no more than m renewals occur by time t. Hence, the probability

that the system is working at time t is 1- -fF^^\t) —F^'^\t)-fF^'^\t) - ...+ F^^\t) — =
1 - As a result, the probability that the system is not working at time t is F^'^'^^\t).

When the number of working modules is larger than one, the problem becomes much more complex [7]. As

we described previously, although each individual module can still be modeled as a renewal process, the

superposition of these independent renewal processes is not a renewal process unless they are all Poisson

processes [6] [18]. In [23] [25], methods of obtaining the distribution function for the superposition of

two independent renewal processes were presented. In [5], the superposition of two independent renewal

processes was studied thoroughly. However, to our knowledge, no previous research has considered the

superposition of more than 2 renewal processes. Since modern systems such as multiprocessor systems

usually contain tens or hundreds of modules, previous work is clearly not sufficient.

3.3 The State Space for the Combinatorial Approach

Consider a 2-module system with an infinite number of spares. As described before, each module can

be modeled as a renewal process. Combining these two renewal processes together yields the state space

shown in Figure 3. Each state in Figure 3 is specified by two random variables, Xi and X2. Each random

variable represents the number of renewals occurring in the corresponding module by time t. Xi and X2

take non-negative integer values. Thus, state (00) (Xi = 0 and X2 = 0) means that neither module has

experienced a renewal. State (12) (Xi = 1, X2 = 2) means that the first module has experienced one

renewal, and the second module has been renewed twice. Note that state (12) and state (21) are both

present, since they represent different situations.

For a 2-module system, the state space is two-dimensional, as shown in Figure 3. When an n-module

system is considered, the state space is n-dimensional. Each dimension represents the renewal process for

one module; each renewal process is represented by a random variable X,-, 1 < i < n; and each Xj- takes

non-negative integer values. Furthermore, the renewal processes are all independent. Thus, a state of an

n-module system, denoted by (aia^-.-an), is specified by the values of n random variables. The probability

that the system is in state (aia2...a„) is HLi P{^i = fi}- Denote P{X,- = Uj} by pa^. The values for pa^,

0 < tti < m, are known since po- = F '̂̂ '̂ t) —Fi"'+^i(t), and all f-fold convolutions of F{t) are calculated
numerically.
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Figure 3: State Space for Combining Two Renewal Processes

4 Probability of the Highest Performance Level

4.1 The Combinatorial Approach

When the number of spares is infinite, all states in the state space will be in the highest performance
level. When the number of spares is finite, the performance level for a particular state depends on the
total number of renewals and the order in which those renewals occurred. States which have a total

number of renewals less than or equal to the number ofglobal spares are in the highest performance level.
This is because all renewals (failures) that occurred prior to that state will result in replacement of the
corresponding module. On the other hand, if a state has a total number of renewals that is greater than
the number of spares, then it will be in a degraded performance level, because some renewals will not result
in replacement and the corresponding modules will remain failed.

For example, in Figure 3, if only one spare is available (m=l), then states (00), (01), and (10) will be in
the highest performance level. State (00) means that no renewal has occurred. Each of the states (01) and
(10) indicates that one renewal has occurred in one of the two modules. Since there is one spare available,
the failed module can be replaced by the spare, and the system is still in the highest performance level.
All other states in Figure 3 are not in the highest performance level.



Thus, the probability that the system is in the highest performance level is the sum of the probabilities of

those states that have a total number of renewals less than or equal to the number of spares. Again, denoting

a state as (aia2...an)5 the states in the highest performance level have the property that ^

explained before, the probability of a state (0102...fln) is nr=iPai-

When the system consists of only one module, then states (0), (1), •• •, (m) are considered to be in the

highest performance level (level 1). Hence, the probability that the system is in the highest performance

level is Pq + Pi+ P2 + ••• + Pm- For the two-module system, the states that are in the highest performance

level are (refer to Figure 3) the first m -|- 1 states in the first row (from (00) to (Om)), the first m states

in the second row, until the first state in the very last row (state (mO)). Thus, the probability that the

2-module system is in the highest performance level is the sum of

PoPo + PoPi + P0P2 + P0P3 + + PoPm

+ PlPO + PlPl + P1P2 + P1P3 + - + PlPm-l

+ ...

+ PmPO

= J2^l=0^a2=0 P<^lP<^2

The total number of products in this sum, which is also the number of states in the highest performance

level, is + 1) = ("'+rK"'+2) ^-jhus, for the 2-module case, the complexity of calculating the highest
performance level's probability in this straightforward manner is O(m^).

X1 0

^2 0 1 ... m 0 1 ... m-

, K K I K K I
•^3 0... m 0... m-1 0 0... m-1 0... m-2 0

Figure 4: Possible Combinations for a 3-module System

Figure 4 shows all the possible combinations for a 3-module system to perform in the highest level (level

3). The probability that such a system will be in performance level 3 is

m m—aim—ai—a2

E E E PoiPajPas
ai=0 02=0 03=0



The total number of products in this sum is ('1+1^1+2; ^ E1Uo(«2 +!)• Thus, the complexity
is O(m^). In general, for an ra-module system, the probability that the system is performing in performance
level n is

m m—ai m—aj—a2 wi—ai—02 —ay,—i n

E E E ••• E np..
01=0 02=0 03=0 an=0 1=1

Following the previous analysis, the total number of products in the sum is

m «i t2 »n-2

EEE--.E (i«-. +i)
il=0i2=0i3=0 i„_i=0

Thus, an upper bound on the complexity of calculating the probability of the highest performance level
for an n-module system is 0(nm"~^) using this brute-force approach because the multiplication OiLiPai
takes 0{n) time.

We now determine the exact number of states that are in the highest performance level. The number of
( Tt k 1 Iways for n modules to have k renewals is . Thus, the total number ofstates in the highest

performance level is E^o

and/or m.

n -f A; — 1 n + m
, which is exponential in some combination of n

Thus, although the combinatorial approach can be used to determine the probability of the highest per
formance level in a straightforward menner, it takes exponential time. A method which can reduce the

complexity would be desirable. Note that in the case of the 2-module system, the formula for the highest
level's probability can be rewritten as

= Po X(po + Pi + P2 + P3 + + Pm)

+ Pi X(po+Pl -1-P2+P3+ ...+Pm-l)
+ ...

+ Pm X (po)

The summation ofPo + Pi + P2 + ... + Pk in each row can be reduced to 1- since each pi has the
form This technique can reduce the time complexity by a factor of m. That is, for the
two-module case, the complexity becomes 0(7n). Unfortunately, this method only reduces the complexity
by a factor of m in the general case. That is, the time complexity is stiU exponential (0(ram"-2)). In the
next section, we present a technique which can obtain the probability of the highest performance level in
polynomial time.



4.2 Algorithm for the Highest Performance Level's Probability

Po 0 0 0 ... 0

Pi Po 0 0 ... 0

P2 Pi Po 0 ... 0

Define matrix B as
• • Po •

, . , 0

Pm Pm—l Pm-2 Pm—3 ... PoLi-m /-m-i J (m+l)x(m+l)

As described before, pi = F^'\t) - An element in matrix B is defined as 0 if f < j; otherwise,
bij = pi-j. This is a lower triangular Toplitz matrix [10] [11], because the elements in the jth column are

the same as elements in the {j - l)st column except that they are shifted down by one row with the first

row filled by 0. Thus, for 0 < j < i < m, For 0 < j < i < m, bij = One important

feature of the lower triangular Toplitz matrix B is that any B'' {k > 1) is also a lower triangular Toplitz
matrix. To prove this, we use the following lemma.

Lemma 1 The product of any two lower (upper) triangular Toplitz matrices with size (m + 1) x (m + 1)

is also a lower (upper) triangular Toplitz matrix of size (m + 1) x (m + 1).

Proof - We prove the lower triangular Toplitz case; the upper triangular Toplitz case is similar. Let Q

and R be the two lower triangular matrices, qij is used to denote an element in the ith row and the yth

column of Q, 0 < i,j < m. Similarly, rij denotes the element in the fth row and the yth column of R.

Since Q and R are lower triangular Toplitz matrices.

qi+i,j+i for m > i > j > 0

1i,j = for m > i > j > 0

0 if i < j

ri,j =

ri+ij+i if m> i>j >0

if m > f > J > 0

0 if i < j



Let S be thematrix oiQ*R, and be the element in the ith row, jth column. Thus, Qi,k'''k,j-
Since for all A; > i, qi^k = 0, 5,-,j = T,k=oQi,krk,j- Since for all A; < j, rkj = 0, Sjj = XlLj^i,krk,j- Thus, S
is a lower triangular matrix since if i < j, Sij = 0.

Note that s.j = Ylk=j %kTk,i for i > j. But qi^k = qi-i,k-i and r/tj = if m>i>k>j>0. Thus,

-Sjj = 12k=j Qi-itk-ifk-ij-i- Let A;' = A: - 1, then the range of the summation becomes \j —1,i - 1]. Thus,

9i-i,i-i = ai-ij-i- Similarly, for 0 < j < A; < i < m, we can show that
Therefore, 5 is a lower triangular Toplitz matrix. •

Corollary 1 Let B be a lower (upper) triangular Toplitz matrix, then all matrices , k > 2, are also

lower (upper) triangular Toplitz matrices

Proof- From Lemma 1, the multiplication of any two lower (upper) triangular Toplitz matrices is also a

lower (upper) triangular Toplitz matrix. Since B^ = B^~^ +5, for all A; > 2. Thus, B'' is a lower (upper)
triangular Toplitz matrix. •

If elements in the first column of a lower (upper) triangular Toplitz matrix are known, then the rest of the

matrix is known. Therefore, to multiply twolower triangular Toplitz matrices, we only need to generate the

first column of the resulting matrix. The complexity of multiplying two lower triangular Toplitz matrices

with size m x m is thus O(m^). The importance of the above coroUary is that when generating 5" by
(n - 1) steps of multiplications (since each B'' = B'̂ ~^ *B, and B is already defined), each step in the
process takes only O(m^) time. Therefore, the complexity to generate in this manner is 0{nm?).

Moreover, we can represent n by the binary representation (z;z/_i...io); where I = [logjnJ and each ik

(0 < k < I) is either 1 or 0. Hence, n = 2'j/ +• 2'~^z;_i H h2^ii + 2°io. Therefore, J?" can be calculated

as products of powers of 2. That is, B"^ = 5^''' * *•••* *B'̂ °'°. Now, B '̂ = (5 '̂"')^ for
all I, and this multiplication takes O(m^) time. Therefore, to generate B'̂ *', for all k from 0 to /, takes
0{m'̂ \ogn) time. Then, the generation of 5" by (at most) (logjw - 1) steps of matrix multiplication
also takes 0(m^ log n) time. Therefore, the overall time complexity ofcalculating B'̂ using this method is
O(m^logn).

Since obtaining JB" using the above method takes polynomial time, if we can show that 5" contains the

information that we need, i.e., the highest performance level's probability, then this can be used as a

polynomial-time algorithm to obtain the highest performance level's probability. Therefore, we next show

that B^ contains the highest performance level's probability.



Define vector Vo as

' (m+l)xl

Also, define Vk = B * Vk-i = * Fq, for all A: > 1. Hence, Vi = B *Vo =

and V2 = B*Vi = B^*Vo

PlPO + PoPi

P2P0 + PlPl + P0P2

PmPO "I" Pm—lPl "I" Pm—2P2 "I" •••PlPm—1 "I" PoPm

' (m+l)xl

(jn+l)xl

In other words, Vk is the first column of B^. Note that the sum ofall elements in Vi is the probability that
a one-module system is in the highest performance level (level 1). In particular, the element in the first

row (po) is the probability that the system has had no renewal. The element in the second row (pi) is the

probability that the system has had one renewal, and so on. Finally, the element in the (m -j- l)st row is

the probabibty that m renewals have occurred. Similarly, the sum of all elements in V2 is the probability

that a 2-module system is in the highest performance level (level 2). Generally speaking, the sum of all

elements in vector V„ is the probability that an n-module system with m global spares is in the highest

performance level (level n).

Theorem 1 The sum of all elements in vector V„ is the probability that an n-module system is working

in the highest performance level. Moreover, the value in the {i -f l)s< (0 ^ i < m) row is the probability

that the n modules have renewed a total of i times.

Proof — The proof is done by induction. When n is one, this is obvious. The element in the first row of

Vi is po which is the probability that the system has no renewal occurred; the element in the second row is



Pi which is the probabihty that the system has one renewal occurred, and so on. The maximum number

of renewals that could occur for the system to be working in the highest performance level is equal to the

number of global spares (m). This situation is considered in the very last row in Vi (pm)- Moreover, at

time t, the system has i renewals occurred and the system has j renewals occurred {i 7^ j) are disjoint.

Therefore, the probability that the system is performing in the highest performance level is the sum of all

PiS {0 < i < m).

When n is two, V2 = B *V\ = *Vo, &two-module system is considered. Denote the two modules as

module 1 and module 2; and denote the number of renewals occurred for module 1 and module 2 are oi

and a2, respectively. For such a system to be performing in level 2, Ui -f 02 < m. Therefore, the maximum

value for both Oi and 02 is m, i.e., 0 < oi < m, and 0 < 02 < m. The probability that the system is

performing in performance level 2 is the sum of all Pa^Pa^^, where Ci -|- 02 < m. Note that

B^ =

Po 0 0 • • • 0 Po 0 0 • • • 0

Pi Po 0 • • • 0 Pi Po 0 • • • 0

P2 Pi Po 0 • • 0 P2 Pi Po 0 • • 0

. • , ,

*
• •

Pm Pm—1 Pm-2 • • • Po . Pm Pm—1 Pm-2 • • • Po

PoPo

PiPo + PoPl

P2P0 + PlPl + PqP2

PmPO + Pm-lPl + Pm-2P2 + ••• + PoPm

0 0

PoPo 0

Let the first matrix represent all the possible values forpoj, and the second matrix represent all the possible

values for pa^ such that the system is performing in the highest performance level. Note that all pq& appear

in the diagonal line in B. When creating the first column for B"^, the first po in the first matrix B {h^i)
will be multiplied by 61^1 (= po) in the second matrix B. The second po (62,2) is multiplied by 62,1 (= Pi)
in the second matrix B, and so on. In general, the (j -|- l)st po will be multiplied by 6j+i,i (= pj) in the
second matrix B. Thus, when module 1 has renewed zero time, the first column in B^ considers aU the

possible cases for module 2 so that the system is in the highest performance level.



r -y r •; •

Similarly, all piS will be multiplied by 6j+i,i, 0 < y < (m - 1), which has value from po until Pm-i- Thus,

when module 1 has renewed once, the first column of considers all the cases that module 2 can have.

Therefore, V2 contains all the probabilities that the system is performing in level 2. Following the same

analysis, we can show that for all possible ais, V2 considers all the possible cases for 02- Thus, the sum of

all elements in is the probability that the two-module system is in performance level 2

Next, we show that the [i -f l)st row of V2 contains aU possible (paiPa2)s such that ai -|- 02 = i. Denote

the element in the (i -|- l)st row and the (y -|- l)st column of is bf j, 0 < i,j < m. Element is created
by multiplying the (i -|- l)st row of the first B with the (y -|- l)st column of the second B. Since V2 is the

first column of B^, j is 0. Thus,

^lo = Pi Pi-i • • Po 0 = PiPo + Pi-iPi + Pi-2P2 + • • • + PoPi + 0 -1- • • • -f 0

Note that the first i -|- 1 terms has the form PaiPa2) while the rest of them are zeros. Furthermore, for

all PaiPaii a\ + 0-2 = i- Therefore, all (pajPa2)s that appear in the i -f 1st row in 1^2 hus total number of

renewals equal to i.

Given that in the case of Theorem 1 is true, we are now showing that for Theorem 1 is also true.

If the first column of 5" consists of all the products (PaiPa^—Pan)^ that a,- < m. Denote D{n,k) as

the probability that n modules have renewed totally k times (exact). Then, 5" can be represented as

D{n,0) 0

D{n,l) D{n,0)

D{n,2) D{n,l) D{n,0)

D{n,0)

D{n,m) D(n,m—1) D{n,m —2) D(n,m-3) D{n,0)
(m-l-l)x(m-l-l)

Thus, the elements in the diagonal line in 5" are the same, i.e., D{n,0). In generating the first column for

5""'"^, aU these D(n,0)s in 5" will be multiplied by po, pi, ... Pm sequentially. Thus, the first column of

contains all possible cases for the n -f 1 modules to be in the highest performance level when

the first n modules have no renewals occurred. Similarly, when the first n modules have totally renewed



once, the first column of 5"+^ contains all possible cases that the n + 1st modules can have, so that the
(n + l)-module system is working in the highest performance level. Following the same logic, we see that

the first column of considers aU possible cases for the n +1 modules to be in the highest performance

level.

Moreover, the (f + l)st row in Vn+\ is the (i + l)st row of 5" multiplied by the first column of B. Thus,

the {i + l)st row in V„+i is

D(n,i) D{n,i-1) • • D{n,0) 0

= D{n, i) *po + D{n, i - 1)*px + D{n,z- 2) *p2 + h D{n,0) *p,- + 0 H f- 0

The first term (i?(n,z)*po) represents the situation where the first n modules have renewed totally i times

and the (n + l)st module has no renewal. The second term {D{n, i —1)*pi) represents the situation where

the first n modules have renewed totally (z - 1) times and the (n + l)st module has renewed once, and so

on. Note that every product in this sum has total number of renewals z. Thus, the value for the (z + l)st
row of is the probability that n + 1 modules renewed totally z times. •

5 Probabilities of Degraded Performance Levels — The Worst Case

In the last section, an algorithm to calculate the probability that an n-module system is in the highest

performance level was discussed. For a performability evaluation, all degraded levels' probabilities need

to be calculated. From the previous discussion, we know that a state with a total number of renewals no

greater than the number of global spares will be in the highest performance level. On the other hand,

a state with a total number of renewals greater than the number of global spares wiU be in a degraded

performance level. However, there are n degraded levels for an n-module system (from level (n - 1) until
level 0), and different orders of renewal occurrences result in different levels even for the same state.

For example, for a 2-module system with one global spare, i.e., n = 2, and m = 1, consider state (21) in
Figure 3. The total number of renewals (3) is larger than m. Therefore, this state is in a degraded level.

However, as shown in Figure 5, the performance level for state (21) could be level 1 or level 0, depending

on the order of renewal occurrences.



In Figure 5(a), module 1 experiences the first renewal and so the global spare is used to replace it. The

second renewal occurs in module 2. No replacement can be done because the global spare has already been

used. Finally, the third renewal occurs in module 1 again. This time module 1 can not be replaced. Thus,

in Figure 5(a), state (21) represents the situation where both modules are not working, and the level is

0. In Figure 5(b), module I's second renewal does not result in replacement and it remains not working.

The third renewal occurs in module 2 and also does not result in replacement. Therefore, state (21) is in

performance level 0 in this case also. However,in the case of Figure 5(c), the first renewal occurs in module

2 and it is replaced by the global spare. The second renewal and the third renewal occur in module 1 and

do not result in replacement. As a result, module 2 is working, module 1 is not working, and the state is

in performance level 1.

o o o o
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Figure 5: Different Ordering for state (21)

Thus, the performance level for a performance-degraded state is determined by the order of renewals.

Figure 5 also shows the paths of how the orders occurred. For any state, the number of different paths is

finite. Moreover, there is a highest possible level and a lowest possible level in which a given state can be.

To calculate the probability of each path and obtain the exact probabilities for all degraded levels is the

topic of current research. In this paper, we discuss the analyses of the highest possible performance level

(best case) or the lowest possible level (worst case) for each state.

As stated before, for any state, there is a highest possible performance level and a lowest possible perfor-



mance level in which this state can be. For the above example, state (21)'s highest possible performance

level is 1, and its lowest possible performance level is 0. For another example, consider state (123) of a
3-module system with 2 global spares. In state (123), the system has experienced 6 renewals in total;

module 1 has renewed once, module 2 has renewed twice, and module 3 has renewed three times. The

highest possible level for this state is level 1, which occurs either when the first renewal occurs in module

1, or the first and the second renewals both occur in module 2. No matter how we arrange the renewals'

order, we can never achieve performance level 2. The lowest possible level for this state is level 0, i.e., no

module working. This happens when the first two renewals both occur in module 3; or the first and second

renewals occur in module 2 and module 3.

Recall that we assume the performance is monotone non-decreasing, that is, the loss of a resource does not

result in a higher performance. Therefore, when all states in the state space are in their highest possible

level, then the system has the highest possible (best-case) performability. The probability that the system

is in a performance level under this situation is referred to as the best-case probability. Similarly, when each

state is in its lowest possible level, the system has the lowest (worst-case) performability. The probability
of a performance level under this situation is referred to as the worst-case probability. Since the highest

possible level and the lowest possible level for a given state is determinable (we will discuss how to determine

a given state's highest and lowest levels later), the state space used in the highest performance level's case

can be applied directly. In the next sections, we give algorithms to determine the lowest possible level

and the highest possible level for a given state. From these, algorithms to calculate the worst-case and

best-case probabilities for all degraded levels are presented.

5.1 Worst Case Analysis

A state of an n-module system, denoted as {aia2...an), is in a degraded performance level when ai =

m -f x, where x > 1. In the discussion of this section, we distinguish two kinds of modules, the modules

which have experienced no renewal (a^ = 0), referred to as the experienced-no-renewal modules, and the
modules which have experienced at least one renewal (a,- > 0), referred to as the at-least-one-renewal

modules. If y out of the n modules are at-least-one-renewal modules (y < n), then n —y modules are

experienced-no-renewal modules. These n —y experienced-no-renewal modules will be working no matter
what order the m + x renewals occurred. Therefore, this state wiU have a performance level of at least

n-y.

Since there are m global spares, and the y at-least-one-renewal modules have a total of m-fx renewals, the

first m renewals wiU result in replacement, and the last x renewals will not result in replacement, liy <x,



the last X renewals (which do not result in replacement) can be distributed so that each of the y at-least-

one-renewal modules has at least one of the last x renewals. Hence, these y modules are not working. This

is the worst case because if less than y modules occupy the last x renewals, then some at-least-one-renewal

modules are stiU working, and the performance level will be higher than n —y. When y > x, the last x

renewals that do not result in replacement can be distributed to at most x at-least-one-renewal modules,

and there will be {y —a:) at-least-one-renewal modules that are still working. Thus, only x modules wiU

be not working, and the performance level is n —x. Consequently, the lowest performance level for a state

can be determined as

lowest level =
n —X if y > X

n —y if y < X

Based on the above analysis, we now develop a formula for the probability that the system is in performance

level ra —1 in the worst case. The strategy is to group states with the same number of experienced-no-

renewal modules. If a state has n —1 experienced-no-renewal modules (n —1 out of the n a,'s are zero),

then only one module is an at-least-one-renewal module. If this module has renewed more than m times,

then this at-least-one-renewal module will be not working, and the performance level is ra —1. Refer to

Eq. 1, in this case, y = 1 and z > 1.

For states that have ra —2 experienced-no-renewal modules, if the 2 at-least-one-renewal modules have a

total number of renewals that is m -f 1, then the state is still in level n —I. In this case, y = 2 and z = 1.

Therefore, from Eq. 1, the lowest level is n —z = n —1. In general, if the state has y at-least-one-renewal

modules where y > 1, then z must be 1 in order for the state to be in level n —1 in the worst case. Therefore,

for the cases where y > 1, the total number of renewals must be m -1-1 when considering performance level

n —1. Note that there is no possibility that j/ = 0, since when all n modules are experienced-no-renewal

modules, the state will be in the highest performance level.

Denote R{y, r) as the probability that the y at-least-one-renewal modules have renewed exactly r times in

total. Also denote Q{y, r) as the probability that the y at-least-one-renewal modules have renewed at least

r times in total. Then, the worst-case probability that the system is in level n —1, denoted by P{Ln-i{t)},

is derived as the following:

Let k = min(m + 1, n). Then

P{Ln-l{t)} = " jPo ^Q(l,m +l)d- (2)^0 ^R{2,m+1) +--- + Po ''R{k,m + 1)



"j 1)+ ESrf ^̂ jpr»ii(s,m+ 1)
When j/ = 1, as described before, the at-least-one-renewal module must have at least m + 1 renewals. For

y > 2, the y modules must have exactly m + 1 renewals, because this will cause the state to be in level

ra - 1 in the worst case. The maximum value of y is the minimum of m + 1 and n. It is easy to see that

y < n, since the total number of modules is n. Moreover, y can not be greater than m + 1. To see this,
note that each of the y at-least-one-renewal modules has renewed at least once. If y is greater than m + 1,

then the total number of renewals for these y modules must be greater than m + 1. This contradicts the

condition that the total number of renewals is exactly m + 1.

To generalize the above formula for performance level n-l, consider a state which has a worst-case level

of n — At least I modules must be the at-least-one-renewal modules, since if a state has less than I

at-least-one-renewal modules, then there will be more than n —I experienced-no-renewals modules and

the performance level will be higher than n —I. In the case where there are exactly I at-least-one-renewal

modules, y —I in Eq. 1. For the lowest level to he n —I, x > y = I. For the y > I case, in order for the

lowest level to be n - x has to be exactly I according to Eq. 1. Let A: = min(m -f /, n). The worst-case
probability that the system is in level n —/ is then

j ^ j +1,m+0+•••+f ĵpS"'Ji(t,m+I)
j iprw.m+o+E;.,,., I ^ ipS"»-R(!,,m+/)

The first term in the formula contains an infinite number ofstates. Although each ofthe R{y,m + l) terms
has a finite number of states, the number is exponential (0(m")) for each R(y, m -|- /), since each of the
n modules has 0(m) different choices as the number of renewals. However, with a modification of the

technique used before, we can calculate the worst-case probabilities in polynomial time. This algorithm is
described in the next subsection.



5.2 for the Worst Case Probabilities

Define matrix C as

Pi 0 0 0 .... 0

P2 Pi 0 0 .... 0

P3 P2 Pi 0 .... 0

. . • Pi •

Pm Pm—1 Pm—2 Pm—3

As before, each pi = Similar to matrix B, this is a lower triangular Tophtz matrix.

However, differing from B, this matrix excludes the cases where a module has no renewal (po). Each

element c^j in C is defined as 0 if i < j. Otherwise, c,j = Pi-j+i- According to Corollary 1, all C^, A: > 1,

are lower triangular Toplitz matrices.

Similar to Vb» define vector Uo as

Also define Uk = C * Uk-i = C''* Uq, for all A; > 1. Thus, Ui = C * Uq =

U2 = C*Ui = CUUo =

PiPi

P2P1 + P1P2

PzPi + P2P2 + PiPz

PmPl + Prn-m + Pm-2P3 + -PzPm-l + PlPm

The following lemma follows for vector Un-



Lemma 2 The sum of all elements in vector is the probability that an n-module system, where each

module has renewed at least once, has renewed in total no more than n + m —1 times. Moreover, the ith

(1 < i < m) row in vector Un is the probability that these n modules have renewed in total (n + i —1) times.

Proof - The proof for the first part is omitted because it follows directly from Theorem 1. Again, we

prove the second part by induction. For the trivial case where n is 1, the ith row oiUi is pi which means

that the module renewed n + i- l = l + i- l = i times.

For n = 2case, since the ith row of Cis [ p,- pi_i ••. p^ 0 ••• 0 , the ith row of U2 (cf 0) is
generated by multiplying the ith row of C and the first column of C. Therefore,

Pi p,_i • Pi 0 = PiPl + Pi-lP2 + Pi-2P3 + • • • + PlPi + 0 + • • • + 0

Every P01P02 iii this sum has oi + <12 = «+ 1- Thus, the second part of the lemma is true for n = 2 case,

i.e., n + i —1 = 2 + i —1 = i + 1. Now, let's assume the Lemma is true for the case. Note that C" can be

represented in terms of R{n,r) notation. Recall that R{n,r) is the probability that n at-least-one-renewal

modules have renewed exactly r times in total. Thus, the ith row of Un+i is

R{n,n + i- 1) R{n,n + i-2) • • R(n,n)

= R{n, n + i —1)*Pi + R{n, n + i —2)*p2 + R{n, n + i —3)*pa + •••+ i?(n, n) *pj• + 0 + •••+ 0

Thus, every element in the ith row of Un+i has n + l + i —l = n + i total renewals. •

Togenerate Un using the method described in the previous section, a timecomplexity of0{m^log n) can be

achieved. However, in calculating the worst-case probabilities for all degraded levels, all Uk will be needed,

as will be explained next. Therefore, if we generate Un by the sequence of generating all f/jt, 2 < A; < n,

then it takes 0{nm?) time to create all necessary Uk and the same time complexity to create Un.



Each Uk generated during the sequence is useful for some performance level's worst-case probability. To

' Rik,k)
R{k, A; + 1)

see this, first denote U'' by the R{k,r) notation, thus Uk = C' * Uq =

LR{k, m-|- A: —1) J

For performance level n —/, the second part in Eq. 2 contains R{y, m + l), where (/ + !)<?/< min(m-f-/, n).

All the necessary R(y, m + l) required for calculating performance level (n —/)'s worst-case probability

exist in different Uk, I + 1 < k < min(m -1-1, n). When y = l+ \ where R{1 -f 1, m -f /) is needed, consider

the vector Note that the last row of UiJ^i is R{1 -|- 1,m -f I). When y = I + 2 and R{1 + 2^m + I) is

needed, consider the vector f7/+2; note that the second to last row of f7/+2 is R{1 + 2,m + I). Now, let us

consider the maximum y. The maximum y is either n or m -f /, whichever is less. If n < m -f /, then the

maximum number of y is n. Consider the vector in this case, note that the first row is i2(n, n) and the

last row is R{n, m + n —I), according to Lemma 2. R{n, m + l) must exist in f7„ because n < m + I, and

l<n —l=>m + l<m + n-l; hence n<m + l<m + n-l. When n > m + I, the maximum number

of y is m + I. Consider the vector Um+i in this case. Note that R{m -|- /, m -|- /) is the first row of Um+i-

Therefore, all R{y, m + l) exist in different Uk where Z-t-1 < A: < min(m -t- Z, n).

Figure 6 shows the flow of obtaining aU R{k, m + l) for all degraded performance levels. As shown in

this figure (and as described above), U2 contains R{2,m+ 1) which is used for level n —1; U3 contains

R{3,m + 1) which is used for level n - 1, and so on. Therefore, all R{y,m -t- 1) exist in different Uk for

2 < k < min(m -t-1, n), when level n —1 is considered. In short, different rows in the same Uk are used for

different levels' worst-case probabilities.

The first part in Eq. 2 for performance level (n —Z)'s worst-case probability contains Q{l,m + I), which is

the probability that the Zmodules, each renewed at least once, have a total number of renewals that is at

least m + l. This probability can be calculated as the difference of the probability that each of the Zmodules

has experienced at least one renewal and the probability that the Zmodules have less than m -f Zrenewals

in total. We know the probability that all of the Zmodules renewed at least once is (F'(Z))'. If we denote

the probability that these Zmodules have experienced in total less than m -f Zrenewals by S{1, m +1), then

Q(l,m + l) is just {F{t)y —S{l,m+ I). Note that the sum of all elements in Ui is 5(1,m-|- 1). In other
words, 5(1, m -t-1) = -^(1) 0- Similarly, the sum of all elements in U2 is 5(2, m -f- 2). In general, the

sum of all elements in Un-i is 5(n —1, m -|- n —1).

Thus, while generating the sequence f/j through Un, all R{k,m -j- Z)'s and Q{l,m+ Z)'s are obtained.



S(n-1 ,m-i>n-1),w(n,m4'n-1)
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Figure 6: Data Flow for getting the Worst Case Probabilities for All Degraded Levels



Therefore, the time complexity of calculating the probabilities of being in all degraded levels in the worst

case is O(nm^).

6 Probabilities of Degraded Performance Levels — The Best Case

As described before, a state with a total number of renewals that is greater than the number of global

spares will be in a degraded level. According to the order in which the renewals occurred, the state will be

in a certain level. There is a highest achievable level for a given state, and if every state in the state space

is in its highest possible level, then the status of the system is referred to as the best-case condition, since

the performability obtained in this condition would be the best. The probability for each performance

level under this condition is referred to as the best-case probability. This section discusses how to obtain

the best-case probabilities for aU degraded performance levels.

6.1 The Strategy for Calculating the Best-Case Probabilities

In the previous sections where the highest performance level or the worst-case was considered, the technique

of generating a sequence of matrices is used. The essential reason that this technique works is because

states considered for the same element of a vector have the same performance level. Therefore, their sum

can be used as a whole. For example, in the case of the highest performance level, states considered in any

element of Vn belong to the highest performance level. For the worst-case condition, states considered in

each R{k,i) have the same worst-case performance level.

Unfortunately, this characteristic does not hold for the best-case condition. In other words, states con

sidered in any element of either a vector Uk or 14 do not necessarily have the same best-case level. For

example, if n = 3 and ,m = 3, then states (124) and (133) have the same total number of renewals (7). Note

that if we follow the above method and generate a sequence of matrices, then these two states' probabihties

wiU be included in a certain element which represents the probability that three modules have renewed a

total of 7 times (i2(3,7) or D{Z, 7)). However, state (124)'s best-case level is 2, while state (133)'s best-case

level is 1. Thus, applying the above method directly can not lead us to the best-case probability; we have

to analyze the problem from another aspect.

Consider a class of states where each state has best-case level /, and states not in this class do not have

best-case level I. CaU this class BCL —Z. If a state is denoted as (aia2...a„), then every state in the class

BCL —I must satisfy the criteria that the sum of the smallest / numbers is no more than the number of



global spares (m), and the sumof any (/ +1) numbers is larger than m. The sum of the smallest / numbers

being no more than m means that the sum of the numbers of renewals of the I modules is no more than

m. This implies that if these I modules' renewals occurred first, then aU these renewals can be replaced
by global spares. Therefore, the I modules can be working and the system is in level I. This is the best

condition because for aU possible a,- such that a,- < m, the maximum achievable / occurs when the

smallest a,- are chosen. The second requirement says that the sum ofany (/+ 1) numbers has to be larger
than m. Thus, this state can not be in a level higher than I.

Suppose we rearrange the numbers in a state representation (0102...a„) so that all the numbers are in the
ascending order. Then, dividing the representation into two parts, the first part contains the smallest /

numbers, and the second part contains the remaining n —I numbers.

n

0102 • • -a/az+i • • - ttn

Refer to aia2"-fl/ as the left part; and 0/^-2...On as the right part. For distinction, the numbers in the
left part are denoted as a,-; and the numbers in the right part are denoted as aj. The left part consists of
the smallest I numbers, and the right part consists of the largest (n - /) numbers. Note that the minimum
number in the right part can beequal to the maximum number in the left part. If the state is in BCL - I,
then it follows that Oi < m. This makes sure that the state is at least in level I in the best case; we
must also make sure that it is at most in level I in the best case. To make the state not have a level higher
than /, the sum of any I + 1 numbers must be larger than m.

The sum ofthe I a,'s is the minimum over all combinations ofI numbers chosen from the n numbers. Thus,

ifE'=i +aj > mwhere aj > Oi is any number in the right part, then the sum of any I+ 1numbers wiU
be larger than m. To see this, just replace any a, by any Oj in the above inequality, the sum is still larger
than m because aj > Oj.

To make sure that the sum of any aj and ai will exceed m, aj > max(a/,m + 1- ai). Note
that ai is the maximum value that appears in the left part, aj must be larger than or equal to a/, because
the left part is supposed to consist of the smallest / numbers, aj also ha.s to be larger than or equal to
m + 1- ai, since the sum of any aj and a,- has to be larger than m.

Thus, the state representation in the ascending order for states in class BCL-1 must satisfy the following
two criteria: (1) J2i=i ^ s-nd (2) for aU aj, aj > max(a/,m + 1—Ya=i ®i)- Our question is, what is
the probability of the sum of all states in class BCL-1 ? This probability is the best-case probability for
performance level I in the best-case condition.



6.2 Problems in Applying Previous Technique

Disregard all aj in the right part, the number of combinations for the left part is
I + m

. Recall

that this is the same situation as the one for the highest performance level, in which the sum of all a^,

1 < I < n, must be less than or equal to m. According to the analysis for the highest performance level, the

total number of states is
n + m

. Without the technique discussed before, the computation is already

exponential. Therefore, the technique which does matrix multiphcation for lower triangular Toplitz matrix

is stiU desirable in order to obtain an efficient algorithm.

Thus, let us consider using the algorithm that was described before. Recall that Vi consists of all the

probabilities that I modules have renewed a total of no more than m times, according to Theorem 2.

Moreover, the {k + l)st row of Vi is the sum of aU probabilities of the states that I modules have renewed

' D{1,0) '
D{1,1)

D(l,2)
k times in total, 0 < A; < m —1. That is, V/ =

[ D{l,m) J

where D{l,k) is the probability that I modules renewed a total of k times.

To determine the value of aj in the right part, we need to know the maximum value in the left part.

Unfortunately, different combinations of Oj-'s in the left part which are included in D{l,k) might have

different maximum values. For example, if n = 3 and m = 1, consider the class BCL —2. D(2,2)

contains the probabilities for combinations (20), (11), and (02). Combinations (20) and (02) have the same

maximum value (2), however, the maximum value for combination (11) is 1. Since aj in the right part

depends on the maximum value in the left part, to distinguish different maximum values in the left part

is necessary. For the above example, since n = 3, and m = 1, then if combination (11) is considered, since

m+1 —ttj- = 0, ttj > max(l, max?_i(o,) = 0) = 1. Forcombinations (20) and (02),aj > max(2,0) = 2.

Since each a, in the left part has to be less than or equal to m, the maximum value of a,- has only m -|-1

choices (from 0 until m). Thus, expanding each element in the previous matrix to an (m + l)-element array

can solve this problem and still achieve a polynomial-time algorithm. However, there is another problem.

The problem exists in counting the total number of states for a representation 0102 -an, where the

smallest I numbers are in the left part and the largest n —I numbers are in the right part. Since the



determination ofthe value for aj depends on the value ofa/ and m+ 1- Yl\=i When m+ 1- Yli=i is
smaller than a/ (the maximum value in the left part), then aj > ai. From the technique that is described

above, we can calculate the probability that the smallest I modules have renewed no more than m times

in total. Since every Oj in the right part has to be no less than a;, we can calculate the probability that

aU n —/ modules have at least a/ renewals. However, there are several states that, after rearranging the

orders, have the same representation and so have the same probability. We need to know how many states

have the same representation. Since there are some Cj in the left part that are equivalent to some aj in

the right part (we are considering the case where aj > ai), the total number of combinations is not simply

("). In particular, we need to know how many times a/ appears both in the left part and in the right part,

so that the total number of combinations can be counted.

When m + 1 — a,- is larger than the maximum value in the left part, then any Uj in the right part is

larger than any ai in the left part. In other words, any aj is different than any a,- in the left part. In this

case, to choose I positions for the I smallest numbers in n positions, the number of selections is ("). When

the situation is that the values of some Uj are equal to those of some in the left part, the total number of

combinations depends on the number of occurrences of a; in the left part and in the right part. Therefore,

we have to further distinguish states with different numbers of occurrences of the maximum value in the left

part. However, there are some situations in which this distinction is not necessary. Moreover, sometimes

the distinction of different maximum value is not even necessary. In the following, we wiU give a more

detailed analysis.

6.3 Further Analysis

'Consider the class BCL-1 for performance level /, the total number of renewals (k) in the left part, k =

ai, is in the range [0, m\. On the other hand, the range for the maximum value in the left part {q) for

all states in this class is also [0,m]. Figure 7 shows all possible cases of k and q for the left part in states

in class BCL-1. For states in the same row of the figure, their sum of all a, in the left part is the same (Jb).

Note that q (the maximum value of a,) can not be larger than k, since if any ai is larger than k, then the

sum of these / Oj-s can never be k. Thus, we exclude the cases where q > k. On the other hand, when q

is 0, the only value that k can be is 0. Hence, only the first element (A; = 0,? = 0) in the first column is

possible.

AU elements in the same row of the figure have the same value of k. Hence the value of m -|- 1 - A; is the

same, as Usted in the right-hand side ofeach row of the figure. RecaU that the value of aj in the right part

depends on the values of q and m -|-1 - A;. More specificaUy, if (m -f-1 - A;) > g, then Oj > (m -|-1 - A:) > q.



q= max(a|), 1 <= i <= I

I

k = Z a
i=i

impossible cases

: cases where (m+1-k) > q

: cases where q >= (m+1-k)

Figure 7: Cases for Different k and q in the Best Condition



The light-shaded area represents the cases where {m + 1 - k) > q. For these cases, since the value for any

aj is different than the value for any ai, we don't need to distinguish the number of occurrences of the

majcimum value in the left part. If (m +1 - fc) < g, then aj > q. The dark-shaded area represents the cases

where (m -|-1 —A:) < 9. For elements in the dark-shaded area, the number of occurrences of the maximum

value in the left part is necessary in calculating the number of combinations.

Notethat there are rows where noelement is in the dark-shaded area. Forthese rows, q < k < (m-|-l —A;) =>

2A:<m-t-l=>A:< k < —1. Thus, for k < —1, we don't have to distinguish different

maximum values (q) in the left part. This is because the values for all Uj are determined by m -|- 1 - A;.

Denote - 1 as k'. Moreover, denote the light-shaded-area for k from 0 to k' as the light-shaded-area

1; and the light-shaded-area for k > k' a.s the light-shaded-area 2.

Given that Vi is already calculated, then for the first rows, 0 < k < k', the sum of the states'

probabilities that are in this area is

Plight—shaded—1 —
k=0

where D{1, k) is the probability that I modules renewed a total of k times. This is the probability of all

possible combinations in the left part. The probability that the remaining n —I modules each renewed at

least m -I-1 - A; times, is Since the values for all n - f a/s are different than the values for

all I a,'s, the number of combinations is (").

For k > each row contains two parts, the Ught-shaded-area and the dark-shaded-area. The Oj's for
states in the light-shaded-area are all greater than or equal to (m-f 1-A;) (but not q), The Uj's for states in

the dark-shaded-area part are all greater than or equal to q. Note that when k = Tn, m + l —k= l<q, and

all states belong to the dark-shaded-area. For rows in which both a light-shaded-area and a dark-shaded-

area exist, we have to distinguish different q. Thus, we expand each D{1, k) to an array of q elements,

where each element is denoted as D{l,k,q). D{l,k,q) is the probability that the I modules, where the

maximum number of renewals in the I modules is g, have renewed a total of k times. Note that for the

light-shaded-area, I < q < {m -b 1 —k), and hence, 1 < q < {m —k). That is, when calculating the

probability of the light-shaded-area for each row, q varies from 1 to m - A:. Therefore, the sum of the

states' probabilities in the light-shaded area is the sum of Plight-shaded-\ and Ptight-shaded-2, where

m—1 m—k

Plight-shaded-2 = [ ^ E
\ ' / k=k'+l 9=1



When k > ], and (m+1 —A;) < q < k, this is the area that is dark-shaded, and is the most complicated

case. In this case, any aj in the right part is greater than or equal to q, i.e., the maximum value occurs

in the left part. As described before, when an aj has value q, the number of different states that have the

representation depends on the total number of occurrences of q. As a result, we must know the number of

occurrences of q in the left part, and in the right part.

Denote the number of occurrences of q in the left part £is r, 1 < r < /. Since it follows that

IZ'Zi a,i = k —qr. k —qr must be greater than or equal to 0, because the sum of non-negative numbers
(a,) is non-negative. Thus, k-qr>0=>k>qr=^r< [^J. Therefore, 1< r <min(/, [^J).

If (/ —r) modules renewed a total of (k —qr) times, and each module renewed at most q times, then the

probability of all states that satisfy this property is denoted as Dg{l -r,k- qr). Dq{l -r,k- qr) is different

than D{1 —r,k —qr) in that all pgi [q' > q) is replaced by zero in B when generating Dq{l —r,k —qr), so the

{k-qr + l)st row in Vi^r contains the probability that (l-r) modules renewed a total of (fc-gr) times, with

the maximum number of renewals of the (/ - r) modules equal to q. Thus, Dq{l -r,k —qr) can be obtained

by the technique used before. Vi-r must contain Dq{l —r,k —qr), since {k - qr) < k < m ^ k —qr < m.

Recall that Vn contains D{n,i) where 0 < i < m.

For the dark-shaded-area, every aj in the right part is greater than or equal to q. This includes an infinite

number of states. However, the sum of the probabilities that a module has renewed at least k times can be

represented as F^''\t). When aU aj in the right part are different than all a,- in the left part, this occurs
when g < (m-|-l-A;), and the number of different combinations is just ("). However, when g > (m-|-l-A:),
we need to know how many modules in the right part have renewed exactly g times. Denoted this number

ash, 0<h<n-l. Consequently, each of the remaining (n —l —h) modules in the right part must have

renewed more than g times. Thus, we must further divide the right part into n —I + 1 different cases, as

shown in Figure 8.

As shown in Figure 8, h varies from 0 to n — For each of the ra - / 1 cases, there are h modules having

g renewals, and n —l —h modules having more than g renewals. Thus, the total number of occurrences of

g in the state (aia2...a„) is (r -|- h). Moreover, there are (/ - r) ai^s whose values are smaller than g, and

their sum is equal to A:- qr. The remaining {n-l-h) Oj's have values greater than g. In short, from this

method, we can divide the ascending-ordered state representation into three parts: the "< g" part which

has I - r members, the "= g" part which has r h members, and the "> g" part which has n-l-h

members.





Thus, the total number of combinations of states which have the above three-part description is

(n \In—/
/-r j \ r+h j

Thus, the sum of all states' probabilities in the dark-shaded area in Figure 7 is Pdark-shaded =

m k min(l,\klq\) n-l

E E E E
A;=fc'4*l 9=m+l—'*=1 /i=0

D,{1 -r,k-

Finally, the probability that in the best-case, the system is in performance level I, is Pdark-shaded +

Plight—shaded—1 d" Plight—shaded—2-

6.4 Complexity Discussion

For light-shaded-area 1, Pught-shaded-i = To obtain all D{l,k),

as we described before, takes O(nm^) time. Given that all D{l,k) are available, to calculate

(r) YX-o D{1, another multiplication can be apphed, i.e.,

Plight-Shaded-I =̂ ^ ••• (ir(m+l-i')(i))n-' ]*
D{1,0)

D{1,2)

[Dil,k')\

To prepare the first vector, given that all are known, the time complexity is O(nTn). Note

that each item in the first vector takes 0(n) time to compute; and there are 0{m) items in the vector.

The matrix multiplication to calculate Pught-shaded-i takes 0{m) time. Therefore, the time complexity to

determine the probability of the hght-shaded-area 1 is 0{nm?) -\- 0{nm) -f 0{m) = 0{nm?).

For light-shaded-area 2, we need to prepare all D{l,k,q) which takes 0{nm^) time. To see this, consider

each matrix multiphcation in the sequence. To generate one element in the new matrix will take 0{w?)

time, and there are 0(m) elements in the first column. Therefore, to generate the first column of the

lower triangular Toplitz matrix takes O(m^) time. Similarly, a matrix multiplication which multiphes each

-D(', k,q)by the corresponding can be used which takes 0{m) time. To prepare aU
the takes 0{nm) time. Therefore, the time complexity for determining the probability

of light-shaded area 2 is 0{nnn^) -|- 0{nm) -J- 0{m) = 0{nm^).



The dark-shaded-area is more complicated than the previous two cases. First, the total number of items

in the summation for one performance level is O(n^m^). In order to do this summation, we need to know

all Dq{l —r,k —qr). To prepare the Dq{l —r,k —qr) for a fixed value of q, the time complexity is O(nm^).

Note that for different q, different Vi-r are needed to obtain different D,(/ - r,k - qr). Since the number

of choices for q is 0(m), the overall time complexity for calculating aU Dq{l —r,k —qr) is 0{nm^).

Given that aU Pq and are already known, the complexity to calculate for a

fixed q is 0{n). Since there are 0(m) choices for q, to prepare aU necessary takes

0{nm) time. After all necessary information is obtained, calculating one item in the summation takes

0(1) time. Hence, the overall complexity for getting the best-case probability for one level is O(nm^) -|-

0{nm) -f O^n^m?) —0{n^Tn? + nm^).

However, there are 0{n) levels' probabilities to be calculated. Note that when Dq{l -r,k- qr) is generated
for the maximum /, all the other Dq(l' —r,k —qr)s for I' < I are also generated. Therefore, we only need to

prepare {pq) '̂̂ ^(F '̂''̂ '̂\t))"'~''~^ which takes 0{nm) time for one I'. Overall, it wiU take 0{n?m) time for
all levels. Finally, it takes 0{n^Tn?) time for the summation ofall levels. Therefore, the overall complexity

for obtaining the best-case probabilities for all levels is 0{nm^) 0{'n?m) -|- 0{n^m?) = 0{n^m^ -f nm^).

7 Examples

We have discussed algorithms for calculating the probabilities of the highest performance level, and of the

degraded levels both in the best-case condition and in the worst-case condition for systems with global

spares. In this section, we show some examples to demonstrate the use of these algorithms.

The example considered throughout this section is a multiprocessor system in whicheach processor employs

the triple-modular-redundancy (TMR) technique. Thus, each processor in the system is actually composed

of three physical processors, and a failure of any one of the three physical processors wiU be masked. If

the physical processors' failure distributions are exponential, the reliability of a TMR processor is —
2g-3A<^ where Ais the failure rate of one physical processor [12]. Therefore, the distribution function F{t)

for one processor to fail is 1 - We obtain all for 1 < i < m -t-1, numerically using

Mathematica. For i < 10, the i dimensional integrals are calculated directly. For i > 10, the approximation

method proposed by Ross [19] is used. Then, the probability that the system is in the highest performance

level, and the probabilities of the degraded levels, both in the best case and in the worst case, are calculated

through a C program employing the algorithms described in previous sections.
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Figure 9: Expected Number of Working Processors versus Time

(n=10, m=5, Processor MTTF = 1 year (8760 hours))

In our example, each physical processor's mean time to failure is one year (8760 hours). Thus, the failure

rate A = 0.000114155. Figure 9 shows the best case and worst case as a function of time when there are

ten primary processors and five global spares.

In this example, the difference between the best case and worst case solutions is quite small when t is less

than 5000 hours. This can be seen more clearly in Figure 10 which shows the same data between 0 and

10,000 hours. The system starts out in the highest performance level aind remains there for the first five

failures. Since we provide an exact solution for the highest performance level's probability, our method is

highly accurate during this early stage of the system's life. Furthermore, once the system's performance

begins to degrade, the difference between the best-case level and the worst-case level for any state is small.

It is only when the performance has degraded considerably that this difference becomes significant. In

many applications, particularly mission-oriented ones with relatively short mission times, it is the early

stage of system life which is critical to evaluate. Even if an evaluation of the middle and latter stages of

system life is necessary, our approach provides upper and lower bounds on performability which can be

quite useful in many applications.

Given a large amount of resources, how to use these resources so that the optimum performability can be

achieved is an important design concern. The next example demonstrates how our results can be used
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Figure 10: Expected Number of Working Processors versus Time (0 to 10,0 00 hours)
(n=10, m=5, Processor MTTF = 1 year (8760 hours))

to address this issue. This example is the same type of multiprocessor system in which each individual

processor has a TMR configuration. However, we now assume that a total of 100 processors are available

and we would like to determine how these processors should be divided between primaries and spares.

Figure 8 shows the expected number of working processors in such a system for m ranging from 1 to 35 at

time t = 1/2 year. Assume this is a mission-oriented system with a mission time of 1/2 year and we would

like to maximize the expected number of working processors at the end of the mission. Figure 8 shows

that the best design choice is not at either extreme, namely using aU'lOO processors as primaries or using

the maximum number (35) ofspares. Rather, an optimal design uses between 23 spares (best case) and 25

spares (worst case). Hence, our results can be used to help design an optimal system configuration. This

example also illustrates the suitability of our approach on large systems. Solutions for systems with 100

modules having artitrary failure distribution are beyond the capability of previous analytic methods.

8 Conclusion

We have studied non-degradable systems with global spares and arbitrary failure distribution. Eflhcient

algorithms have been given to calculate the probability of the highest performance level exactly and the
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Figure 11: Expected Number of Working Processors for Different System C onfigurations
(n+m=100, t=l/2 year (4380 hours), Processor MTTF = 1 year (8760 hours))

probabilities of aU degraded performance levels in the best case and in the worst case. Systems with global

spares have been widely-used making the results of this research broadly applicable.

An interesting and challenging open problem is the calculation of the exact probability for each performance

level in systems with global spares. It is believed that results from research on the exact probability may

also be applicable to the study of interval-of-time performance variables in systems with global spares.

Another promising line of research involves removing the assumption that spares do not fail prior to the

time they are brought into the system to replace a failed module.
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